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Abstract—Over the last years, the development of Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUV) with attached robotic manipulators,
the so-called Underwater Vehicle Manipulator System (UVMS),
has gained significant research attention, due to the ability of
interaction with underwater environments. In such applications,
force/torque controllers which guarantee that the end-effector of
the UVMS applies desired forces/torques towards the environ-
ment, should be designed in a way that state and input con-
straints are taken into consideration. Furthermore, due to their
complicated structure, unmodeled dynamics as well as external
disturbances may arise. Motivated by this, we proposed a robust
Model Predicted Control Methodology (NMPC) methodology
which can handle the aforementioned constraints in an efficient
way and it guarantees that the end-effector is exerting the desired
forces/torques towards the environment. Simulation results verify
the validity of the proposed framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the underwater manipulation tasks, such as mainte-
nance of ships, underwater weld inspection, surveying oil/gas
searching, require the manipulator mounted on the vehicle to
be in contact with the underwater object or environment (see
[1], [2]). The aforementioned tasks are usually complex due
to highly nonlinear dynamics, the presence of uncertainties,
external disturbances as well as state and control input (actua-
tion) constraints. Thus, these constraints should be taken into
account in the force control design process in an efficient way.

Motivated by the aforementioned, this paper considers the
modeling of a general UVMS in compliant contact with a
planar surface, and the development of a constrained Nonlinear
Model Predictive Control (NMPC) scheme for force/torque
control. NMPC for manipulation of nominal system dynamics
has been proposed in [3] for stabilization of ground vehicles
with attached manipulators to pre-defined positions. In this
work, we propose a novel robust tube-based NMPC force
control approach that efficiently deals with state and input
constraints and achieves a desired exerted force from the
UVMS to the environment. In particular, the controller consists
of two terms: a nominal control input, which is computed on-
line and is the outcome of a Finite Horizon Optimal Control
Problem (FHOCP) that is repeatedly solved at every sampling
time, for its nominal system dynamics; and an additive state
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feedback law which is computed off-line and guarantees that
the real trajectory of the closed-loop system will belong
to a hyper-tube centered along the nominal trajectory. The
volume of the hyper-tube depends on the upper bound of
the disturbances, the bounds of the Jacobian matrix as well
as Lipschitz constants of the UVMS dynamics. Under the
assumption that the FHOCP is feasible at time t = 0, we
guarantee the boundedness of the closed-loop system states.

The rest of this manuscript is structured as follows: Section
II provides the notation that will be used as well as necessary
background knowledge; in Section III, the problem treated
in this paper is formally defined; Section IV contains the
main results of the paper; Section V is devoted to numerical
simulations; and in Section VI, conclusions and future research
directions are discussed.

II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

Define by N and R the sets of positive integers and real
numbers, respectively. Given the set S, define by Sn := S ×
· · · × S, its n-fold Cartesian product. Given vector z ∈ Rn
define by

‖z‖2 :=
√
z>z, ‖z‖P :=

√
z>Pz,

its Euclidean and weighted norm, with P ≥ 0. Given vectors
z1, z2 ∈ R3, S : R3 → so(3) stands for the skew-symmetric
matrix defined according to S(z1)z2 = z1 × z2 where

so(3) :=
{
S ∈ R3×3 : z>S(·)z = 0,∀z ∈ R3

}
.

λmin(P ) stands for the minimum absolute value of the real
part of the eigenvalues of P ∈ Rn×n; 0m×n ∈ Rm×n and
In ∈ Rn×n stand for the m × n matrix with all entries
zeros and the identity matrix, respectively. Given coordination
frames Σi, Σj , denote by Rji the transformation from Σi to Σj .
Given sets S1, S2 ⊆ Rn, S ⊆ Rm and matrix B ∈ Rn×m, the
Minkowski addition, the Pontryagin difference and the matrix-
set multiplication are respectively defined by:

S1 ⊕ S2 := {s1 + s2 : s1 ∈ S1, s2 ∈ S2},
S1 	 S2 := {s1 : s1 + s2 ∈ S1,∀s2 ∈ S2},
B ◦ S := {b : b = Bs, s ∈ S}.

Lemma 1. [4] For any constant ρ > 0, vectors z1, z2 ∈ Rn
and matrix P ∈ Rn×n, P > 0 it holds that

z1Pz2 ≤ 1
4ρz
>
1 Pz1 + ρz>2 Pz2.
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Definition 1. [4] Consider a dynamical system χ̇ = f(χ, u, d)
where: χ ∈ X , u ∈ U , d ∈ D with initial condition χ(0) ∈ X .
A set X ′ ⊆ X is a Robust Control Invariant (RCI) set for the
system, if there exists a feedback control law u := κ(χ) ∈ U ,
such that for all χ(0) ∈ X ′ and for all d ∈ D it holds that
χ(t) ∈ X ′ for all t ≥ 0, along every solution χ(t).

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Kinematic Model

Consider a UVMS which is composed of an AUV and
a n Degree Of Freedom (DoF) manipulator mounted on
the base of the vehicle. The AUV can be considered as
a six DoF rigid body with position and orientation vector
η := [x, y, z φ, θ, ψ]> ∈ R6, where the components of
the vectors have been named according to SNAME [5] as
surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw respectively. The joint
angular position state vector of the manipulator is defined by
q := [q1, . . . , qn]> ∈ Rn. Define by q̇ := [q̇1, . . . , q̇n]> ∈ Rn
the corresponding joint velocities.

In order to describe the motion of the combined system,
the earth-fixed inertial frame ΣI , the body-fixed frame ΣB
and the end-effector fixed frame ΣE are introduced (see Fig.
1). Moreover, without loss of generality, the reference frame
Σ0 is chosen to be located at the manipulator’s base, and the
frames Σ1, . . . ,Σn are located to the 1-st, . . . , n-th link of
the manipulator, respectively, under the Denavit-Hartenberg
convention [6]. The translational and rotational kinematic
equations for the AUV system (see [1]) are given by:

η̇ =

[
η̇1

η̇2

]
= J(η2)

[
ν1

ν2

]
, (1a)

J(η2) :=

[
J1(η2) 03×3

03×3 J2(η2)

]
, (1b)

J1(η2) :=

cθcψ sφsθcψ − sψcφ sθcφcψ + sφsψ
sψcθ sφsθsψ + cφcψ sθsψcφ − sφcψ
−sθ sφcθ cφcθ

 , (1c)

J2(η2) :=

1
sφsθ
cθ

cφsθ
cθ

0 cφ −sφ
0

sφ
cθ

cφ
cθ

 , (1d)

where η1 := [x, y, z]
τ ∈ R3, η2 := [φ, θ, ψ]

> ∈ R3 denote
the position vector and the orientation vector of the frame ΣB
relative to the frame ΣI , respectively; ν1, ν2 ∈ R3 denote the
linear and the angular velocity of the frame ΣB with respect to
ΣI respectively; J(η2) ∈ R6×6 stands for the Jacobian matrix
transforming the velocities from ΣB to ΣI ; J1(η2), J2(η2) ∈
R3×3 are the corresponding parts of the Jacobian related to
position and orientation, respectively; The notation sς and cς
stand for the trigonometric functions sin(ς) and cos(ς) of an
angle ς ∈ R, respectively.
Denote by

q :=
[
η>1 , η

>
2 , q

>]> ∈ R6+n,

the pose configuration vector of the UVMS. Let p, o ∈ R3

be the position and orientation vectors of the end-effector
with reference to the frame ΣI , respectively. The vectors p,

Fig. 1: An AUV Equipped with a n DoF manipulator

o depend on the pose q and they can be obtained by the the
following homogeneous transformation:

T(q) :=

[
RIE(q) p(q)
01×3 1

]
= T IBT

B
0 T

0
1 · · ·Tn−1

n TnE , (2)

where: T ji is the homogeneous transformation matrix describ-
ing the position and orientation of frame Σi with reference
to the frame Σj with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n, I, 0, B,E}. The end-
effector linear velocity ṗ ∈ R3 and the time derivative or Euler
angles ȯ ∈ R3 are related to the body-fixed velocities ν1, ν2

and q̇ with the following kinematics model:

χ̇ = J(q)ζ, (3)

where

χ := [p>, o>]> ∈ R6, ζ :=
[
ν>1 , ν

>
2 , q̇

>]> ∈ R6+n,

is the body-fixed system velocity vector. The Jacobian trans-
formations matrices

J(q) ∈ R6×(6+n), Jpos(q) ∈ R3×(6+n), Jor(q) ∈ R3×(6+n),

are respectively defined by:

J(q) :=

[
Jpos(q)
Jor(q)

]
,

Jpos(q) :=
[
J1(η2) − J1(η2)S(pee) RI0Je,1

]
,

Jor(q) :=
[
03×3 J2(o)REB J2(o)RE0 Je,2

]
.

In the latter, the vector pee ∈ R3 is the local position of the
end-effector with reference to the frame ΣB ; the matrices Je,1,
Je,2 ∈ R3×n represent the manipulator Jacobian matrices with
respect to the frame Σ0; and S(·) the skew-symmetric matrix
as given in Section II. For the aforementioned transformations
we refer to [6].

B. Dynamic Model

When the end-effector of the robotic system is in contact
with the environment, the force at the tip of the manipulator



acts on the whole system according to the following uncertain
nonlinear dynamics:

ζ̇ = f(χ, ζ) + u + d(q, ζ, t), (4)

where:

f(χ, ζ) :=

−M(q)−1
{
C(ζ, q)ζ +D(ζ, q)ζ + g(q) + J>(q)F(χ)

}
, (5)

where M(q) ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) is the inertia matrix for which
it holds that: z>M(q)z > 0, ∀z ∈ R6+n; C(ζ, q) ∈
R(6+n)×(6+n) is the matrix of Coriolis and centripetal terms;
D(ζ, q) ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) is the matrix of dissipative effects;
d(q, ζ, t) ∈ R6+n is a vector that models the external distur-
bances, uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics of the system;
g(q) ∈ R(6+n) is the vector of gravity and buoyancy effects;
u ∈ R6+n denotes the vector of the propulsion forces and
moments acting on the vehicle in the frame ΣB as well as the
joint torques; F(χ) ∈ R6 is the vector of interaction forces and
torques exerted by the end-effector towards the environment
expressed in ΣI .

In this paper, an interaction between the end-effector and
a frictionless, elastically compliant surface is assumed. Then,
according to [7], the vector of interaction forces and torques
that is exerted by the end-effector can be written as:

F(χ) := K(χ− χeq), (6)

where K ∈ R6×6, K > 0 stands for the stiffness matrix,
which represents elastic coefficient of the environment, and
χeq ∈ R6 is the given constant vector of the equilibrium
position/orientation of the undeformed environment.

We also consider that the UVMS is in the presence of
state and input constraints given by q ∈ Q, ζ ∈ Z , u ∈ U ,
where Q ⊆ R6+n, Z ⊆ R6+n and U ⊆ R6+n are connected
sets containing the origin. For certain technical reasons that
will be presented thereafter, the constraints imposed to the
configuration states q are given by:

Q :=
{
q ∈ R6+n : λmin

[
J+(q)+J+(q)>

2

]
≥ J,

‖J(q)‖2 ≤ J, ‖J̇(q)‖2 ≤ J̃
}
, (7)

where J+(q) := J(q)J(q)> and J , J , J̃ > 0. According
to (2), the constraints q ∈ Q impose also constraints on the
vector χ ∈ X ⊆ R6, where the set X can be computed by
the transformation T(q), as given in (2). Note also that the
function f given in (5) is continuously differentiable in the
set Q × X × Z . Furthermore, assume bounded disturbances
d ∈ D where: D :=

{
d ∈ R6+n : ‖d(q, ζ, t)‖2 ≤ d̃, ∀(q,

ζ) ∈ Q ×Z
}

, where d̃ > 0.
For the kinematics/dynamics (3),(4), define the correspond-

ing nominal kinematics/dynamics by:

χ̇ = J(q)ζ, (8a)

ζ̇ = f(χ, ζ) + u, (8b)

where d(·) ≡ 0, q ∈ Q, χ ∈ X , ζ ∈ Z and u ∈ U .
Define the stack vector ξ := [χ, ζ]> ∈ R12+n and con-
sider the linear nominal system ξ̇ = Aξ + Bu, A ∈
R(12+n)×(12+n), B ∈ R(12+n)×(6+n), which is the outcome
of the Jacobian linearization of the nominal dynamics (8a),(8b)
around the equilibrium point ξ = 0. Due to the dimension of
the control input (6 + n > 6), the stabilization of the state χ
to the desired state χdes can be achieved. Therefore, the linear
system is stabilizable.

C. Problem Statement

Problem 1. Consider a UVMS composed of an AUV and an
attached manipulator with n DoF, which is in contact with a
surface of a compliant environment. The UVMS is governed
by the kinematics and dynamics models given in (3) and
(4), respectively. The system is in the presence of state and
input constraints as well as bounded disturbances which are
respectively given by:

q ∈ Q, χ ∈ X , ζ ∈ Z, u ∈ U , d ∈ D. (9)

Given a vector Fdes ∈ R6 that satisfies (6) and stands for the
desired force/torque vector that the end-effector is required to
exert towards a surface of the environment, design a feedback
control law u := κ(χ, ζ) such that lim

t→∞
‖F(χ(t))−Fdes‖2 → 0,

while all the constraints given in (9) are satisfied.

IV. MAIN RESULTS

In this section, we propose a novel feedback control law that
solves Problem 1 in a systematic way. Due to the fact that it
is required to design a feedback control law that guarantees
the minimization of the term ‖F(t) − Fdes‖2, as t → ∞,
under state and input constraints given by (9), we utilize a
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) framework [8]–
[10]. Furthermore, since the UVMS is under the presence
of disturbances/uncertainties d ∈ D, we provide a robust
analysis, the so-called tube-based robust NMPC approach [4],
[11]. In particular, first, the error states and the corresponding
transformed constraints sets are defined in Section IV-A. Then,
the proposed feedback control law consists of two parts: an on-
line control law which is the outcome of a solution to a Finite
Horizon Optimal Control Problem (FHOCP) for the nominal
system dynamics (see Section IV-C); and a state feedback law
which is designed off-line and guarantees that the real system
trajectories always lie within a hyper-tube centered along the
nominal trajectories (see IV-B).

A. Errors and Constraints

According to (6), for the error between the actual F and
the desired Fdes forces/torques exerted from the end-effector
to the surface it holds that: F− Fdes = K(χ− χeq) −K(χdes

−χeq) = K(χ − χdes), where χdes := K−1Fdes + χeq ∈ R6.
The latter implies that if we design a feedback control law
u = κ(χ, ζ) which guarantees that lim

t→∞
‖χ(t) − χdes‖2 → 0,

while all the constraints given in (9) are satisfied, Problem 1
will have been solved.



Define the error state e := χ − χdes ∈ R6. Then, the
uncertain error kinematics/dynamics are given by:

ė = J(q)ζ, (10a)

ζ̇ = f(e+ χdes, ζ) + u + d(q, ζ, t), (10b)

and the corresponding nominal error kinematics/dynamics by:

ė = J(q)ζ, (11a)

ζ̇ = f(e+ χdes, ζ) + u, (11b)

In order to translate the constraints for the state χ ∈ X
to constraints that are dictated regarding the error e, the
constraints set E := {e ∈ R6 : e ∈ X⊕(−χdes)} is introduced.

B. Feedback Control Design

Consider the feedback law:

u := u(e, ζ) + κ(e, ζ, e, ζ), (12)

which consists of a nominal control law u(e, ζ) ∈ U and a
state feedback law κ(·). The control action u(e, ζ) will be the
outcome of a FHOCP for the nominal kinematics/dynamics
(11a),(11b) which is solved on-line at each sampling time. The
state feedback law κ(·) is used to guarantee that the real trajec-
tories e(t), ζ(t), which are the solution to (10a),(10b), always
remain within a bounded hyper-tube centered along the nomi-
nal trajectories e(t), ζ(t) which are the solution to (11a),(11b).

Define by e := e − e ∈ R6 and z := ζ − ζ ∈ R6+n

the deviation between the real states of the uncertain system
(10a),(10b) and the states of the nominal system (11a),(11b),
respectively, with e(0) = z(0) = 0. It will be proved hereafter
that the trajectories e(t), z(t) remain invariant in compact sets.
The dynamics of the states e, z are written as:

ė = b(χ, χ, ζ) + J(q)z, (13a)

ż = l(e, e, ζ, ζ) + (u− u) + d(q, ζ, t), (13b)

where the functions b, l are defined by: b(χ, χ, ζ) := c(χ, ζ)−
c(χ, ζ), l(e, e, ζ, ζ) := f(e + χdes, ζ) − f(e + χdes, ζ), with
c(χ, ζ) := J(q)ζ. Since the aforementioned functions are
continuously differentiable, the following hold:

‖b(·)‖2 = ‖c(χ, ζ)− c(χ, ζ)‖2 ≤ Lc‖χ− χ‖2 = Lc‖e‖2,
‖l(·)‖2 ≤ ‖f(e+ χdes, ζ)− f(e+ χdes, ζ)‖2

+ ‖f(e+ χdes, ζ)− f(e+ χdes, ζ)‖2
≤ L1‖e− e‖2 + L2‖ζ − ζ‖2 ≤ L (‖e‖2 + ‖z‖2) .

The constant Lc stands for the Lipschitz constant of function
c with respect to the variable χ; L1, L2 stand for the Lipschitz
constants of function h with respect to the variables χ and ζ,
respectively, and L := max{L1, L2}.

Lemma 2. The state feedback law designed by:

κ(e, e, ζ, ζ) := −k(e− e)− kσJ(q)>(ζ − ζ), (14)

where k, σ > 0 are chosen such that the following hold:

σ > 0, σ :=
Lc + σ

J
, ρ > Λ1

4σ , k > ρΛ1 + Λ2, (15a)

Λ1 :=
[
L+ J + σ

(
Lc + J̃

)]
,Λ2 :=

(
L+ σJ

2
)
, (15b)

renders the sets:

Ω1 :=
{
e ∈ R6 : ‖e‖2 ≤ d̃

min{α1,α2}

}
, (16a)

Ω2 :=
{
z ∈ R6+n : ‖z‖2 ≤ 2d̃

J min{α1,α2}

}
, (16b)

RCI sets for the error dynamics (13a), (13b), according to
Definition 1. The constants α1, α2 > 0 are defined by:

α1 := σ − Λ1

4ρ , α2 := k − ρΛ1 − Λ2. (17)

Proof : A backstepping control methodology will be used
[12]. The state z in (13a) can be seen as virtual input to be
designed such that the Lyapunov function L1(e) := 1

2‖e‖
2
2 for

the system (13a) is always decreasing. The time derivative of
L1 along the trajectories of system (13a) is given by:

L̇(e) = e>J(q)z + e>b(·) ≤ e>J(q)z + Lc‖e‖22. (18)

Design the virtual control input as z ≡ −σJ(q)>e, with J , σ
as given in (7), (15a), respectively. Then, by employing (7),
(18) becomes:

L̇(e) ≤ −σe>J+(q)e + Lc‖e‖22
≤ −σλmin

[
J+(q)+J+(q)>

2

]
‖e‖22 + Lc‖e‖22

≤ −σJ‖e‖22 + Lc‖e‖22 = −σ‖e‖22. (19)

Define the backstepping auxiliary error state r := z +
σJ(q)>e ∈ R6+n and the the stack vector y := [e>, r>]> ∈
R12+n. Consider the Lyapunov function L(y) = 1

2‖y‖
2. Its

time derivative along the trajectories of the system (13a),(13b)
is given by:

L̇(y) = e>ė + r>
[
ż + σJ(q)>ė + σJ̇(q)>e

]
= [e + σJ(q)r]

>
ė + r>ż + σr>J̇(q)>e = −σe>J+(q)e

+ e>b(·) + σr>J(q)>b(·) + e>J(q)r + σr>J+(q)r

+ σr>J̇(q)>e + r>l(·) + r>(u− u) + r>d(·). (20)

By invoking (19) as well as the following:

σr>J(q)>b(·) ≤ σ‖r‖2‖J(q)‖2‖b(·)‖2 ≤ σLcJ‖e‖2‖r‖2,
e>J(q)r ≤ ‖e‖2‖J(q)‖2‖r‖2 ≤ J‖e‖2‖r‖2,

σr>J+(q)r ≤ σ‖r‖22‖J+(q)‖2 ≤ σ‖r‖22‖J(q)‖2
∥∥J>(q)

∥∥
2

≤ σJ2‖r‖22,
σr>J̇(q)>e ≤ σ‖e‖2‖J̇(q)‖2‖r‖2 ≤ σJ̃‖e‖2‖r‖2

r>l(·) ≤ L‖e‖2‖r‖2 + L‖r‖22,
r>d(·) ≤ ‖r‖2‖d(·)‖2 ≤ ‖y‖2d̃,

(20) becomes:

L̇(y) ≤ −σ‖e‖22 + Λ1‖e‖2‖r‖2
+ Λ2‖r‖22 + r>(u− u) + ‖y‖2d̃. (21)



with Λ1, Λ2 given in (15b). By using Lemma 1 for n = P = 1,
we get ‖e‖2‖r‖2 ≤ 1

4ρ‖e‖
2
2 +ρ‖r‖22, with ρ designed so that

(15a) holds. Combining the latter with (21) it yields:

L̇(y) ≤ −
(
σ − Λ1

4ρ

)
‖e‖22 +

(
ρΛ1 + Λ2

)
‖r‖22

+ r>(u− u) + ‖y‖2d̃.

By designing u − u = −kr = −ke − kσJ(q)>z, which is
compatible with (12) and the same as in (14), we have:

L̇(y) ≤ −
(
σ − Λ1

4ρ

)
‖e‖22 −

(
k − ρΛ1 − Λ2

)
‖r‖22 + ‖y‖2d̃

≤ −min{α1, α2}‖y‖22 + ‖y‖2d̃
= −‖y‖2

[
min{α1, α2}‖y‖2 − d̃

]
,

as α1 and α2 given in (17). Thus, L̇(y) < 0, when ‖y‖2 >
d̃

min{α1,α2} . Taking the latter into consideration and the fact

that y(0), we have that ‖y(t)‖ ≤ d̃
min{α1,α2} , ∀t ≥ 0.

Moreover, the following inequalities hold:

‖e‖2 ≤ ‖y‖2 ⇒ ‖e(t)‖2 ≤ d̃
min{α1,α2} ,∀t ≥ 0,∣∣∣‖e‖2 − ∥∥J>z∥∥2

∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥e + J>z
∥∥

2
= ‖z‖2 ≤ ‖y‖2

⇒ ‖z(t)‖2 ≤ 2d̃
J min{α1,α2}

,∀t ≥ 0. �

Remark 1. According to Lemma 2, the volume of the tube
which is centered along the nominal trajectories e(t), ζ(t), that
are solution of system (11a),(11b), depends on the parameters
d̃, J , J , J̃ , L and Lc. By tuning the parameters ρ and k from
(15a) appropriately, the volume of the tube can be adjusted.

C. On-line Optimal Control

Consider a sequence of sampling times {tk}, k ∈ N, with a
constant sampling period 0 < h < T , where T is a prediction
horizon such that tk+1 := tk + h, ∀k ∈ N. At each sampling
time tk, a FHOCP is solved as follows:

min
u(·)

{
‖ξ(tk + T )‖2P+

∫ tk+T

tk

[
‖ξ(s)‖2Q + ‖u(s)‖2R

]
ds

}
(22a)

subject to:

ξ̇(s) = g(ξ(s), u(s)), ξ(tk) = ξ(tk), (22b)

ξ(s) ∈ E × Z, u(s) ∈ U , ∀s ∈ [tk, tk + T ], (22c)

ξ(tk + T ) ∈ F , (22d)

where ξ :=[e>, ζ>]>∈ R12+n, g(ξ, u):=

[
J(q)ζ

f(e+ χdes, ζ) + u

]
;

Q, P ∈ R(12+n)×(12+n) and R ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n) are positive
definite gain matrices to be appropriately tuned. We will
explain hereafter the sets E , V , U and F .

In order to guarantee that while the FHOCP (22a)-(22d) is
solved for the nominal dynamics (11a)-(11b), the real states e,
ζ and control input u satisfy the corresponding state E , Z and
input constraints U , respectively, the following modification is
performed: E := E 	Ω1, Z := Z 	Ω2, U := U 	

[
Λ ◦ Ω

]
,

with Λ := diag{−kI6,−kσJI6+n} ∈ R(12+n)×(12+n), Ω :=
Ω1 ×Ω2, the operators 	, ◦ as defined in Section II, and Ω1,

Ω2 as given in (16a), (16b), respectively. Intuitively, the sets
E , Z and U are tightened accordingly, in order to guarantee
that while the nominal states e, ζ and the nominal control
input u are calculated, the corresponding real states e, ζ and
real control input u satisfy the state and input constraints E , Z
and U , respectively. This constitutes a standard constraints set
modification technique adopted in tube-based NMPC frame-
works (for more details see [11]). Define the terminal set by:

F :=
{
ξ ∈ E × Z : ‖ξ‖P ≤ ε

}
, ε > 0, (23)

which is used to enforce the stability of the system [9]. In
particular, due to the fact that the linearized nominal dynamics
ξ̇ = Aξ + Bu are stabilizable, it can be proven that (see [9,
Lemma 1, p. 4]) there exists a local controller uloc := Kξ ∈ U ,
K ∈ R(6+n)×(6+n), K > 0 which guarantees that: d

dt

(
‖ξ‖2P

)
≤

−‖ξ‖2
Q̃

, ∀ξ ∈ F , with Q̃ := Q+ K>R.

Theorem 1. Suppose also that the FHOCP (22a)-(22d) is
feasible at time t = 0. Then, the feedback control law (12)
applied to the system (10a)-(10b) guarantees that there exists
a time t such that ∀t ≥ t it holds that:

‖χ(t)− χdes‖2 ≤ ε√
λmin(P )

+ d̃
min{α1,α2} , (24a)

‖ζ(t)‖2 ≤ ε√
λmin(P )

+ 2d̃
J min{α1,α2}

. (24b)

Proof. The proof of the theorem consists of two parts:
Feasibility Analysis: It can be shown that recursive feasibility
is established and it implies subsequent feasibility. The proof
of this part is similar to the feasibility proof of [4, Theorem 2,
Sec. 4, p. 12], and it is omitted here due to space constraints.
Convergence Analysis: Recall that e = χ−χdes, e = e−e and
z = ζ − ζ. Then, we get ‖χ(t)− χdes‖2 ≤ ‖e(t)‖2 + ‖e(t)‖2,
‖ζ(t)‖2 ≤ ‖ζ(t)‖2+‖z(t)‖2, which, by using the fact that ‖e‖,
‖ζ‖ ≤ ‖ξ‖2 as well as the bounds from (16a), (16b) the latter
inequalities become:

‖χ(t)− χdes‖2 ≤ ‖ξ(t)‖2 + d̃
min{α1,α2} , (25a)

‖ζ(t)‖2 ≤ ‖ξ(t)‖2 + 2d̃
J min{α1,α2}

,∀t ≥ 0. (25b)

The nominal state ξ is controlled by the nominal control action
u ∈ U which is the outcome of the solution to the FHOCP
(22a)-(22d) for the nominal dynamics (11a)-(11b). Hence, by
invoking previous NMPC stability results found in [9], the
state ξ(t) is driven to terminal set F , given in (23), in finite
time, and it remains there for all times. Thus, there exist a finite
time t such that ξ(t) ∈ F , ∀t ≥ t. From (23), the latter implies
that: ‖ξ(t)‖P ≤ ε,∀t ≥ t ⇒ ‖ξ(t)‖2 ≤ ε√

λmin(P )
,∀t ≥ t.

The latter implication combined by (25a)-(25b) leads to the
conclusion of the proof.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

For a simulation scenario, consider the Girona 500 AUV
depicted in Fig. 2 equipped with an ARM 5E Micro manipu-
lator from [2]. The manipulator consists of n = 4 revolute
joints with limits: −0.52 ≤ q1 ≤ 1.46, 0.1471 ≤ q2 ≤



Fig. 2: The GIRONA-UVMS composed of Girona500 AUV and ARM 5E
Micro manipulator [2].

di(m) qi ai(m) αi(rad)

1 0 q1 0.1 −π
2

2 0 q2 0.26 0
3 0 q3 0.09 π

2
4 0.29 q4 0 0

E Rot(y,−π
2
)

TABLE I: Denavit-Hantenberg Parameters of the ARM 5E Micro

1.3114, −1.297 ≤ q3 ≤ 0.73 and −3.14 ≤ q4 ≤ 3.14.
The end-effector is in ready-to-grasp mode with initial state:
χ(0) = [p(0)>, o(0)>]> = [−1.0, 1.3,−1.0, 0.0,−π8 ,

π
12 ]>.

The stiffness matrix is K = I6 with χeq = 0 which results
to Fdes = χdes = [p>des, o

>
des]
> = [0, 0, 0, π3 ,

π
10 , 0]>. According

to (2), the transformation matrices which lead to the forward
kinematics are given by:

T IB =

[
J1(η2) η1

01×3 1

]
, TB0 =

[
I3×3 [0.53, 0, 0.36]

>

01×3 1

]
,

and T i−1
i , i = 1, . . . , 4 are given by the Denavit-Hantenberg

parameters which can be calculated from Table I. By imposing
the constraints −π ≤ φ, ψ ≤ π and −π2 + ε ≤ θ ≤
π
2 − ε, ε = 0.1, according to (7) we get J = 0.5095

and Lc = 2
√

2. For simplified calculations, we apply the
methodology of this paper by considering disturbance in the
following disturbed kinematic model: χ̇ = J(q)ζ + w(q, t),
with w(·) = 0.2 sin(t)I6 ⇒ ‖w(·)‖2 ≤ 0.2 = w̃, in which the
vector ζ stands for the virtual control input to be designed such
that limt→∞ ‖χ(t)−χdes‖ → 0. The input constraints are set to
‖ν1‖2 ≤ 2, ‖ν2‖2 ≤ 2 and ‖q̇‖2 ≤ 2. Then, by using (13a) and
(18) and designing the control gain σ = 3.084, the resulting
RCI is Ω =

{
e ∈ R6 : ‖e‖2 ≤ w̃

σJ+Lc
= 0.3

}
. The simulation

time is 6 sec. The optimization horizon and the sampling time
are set to T = 0.7 sec and h = 0.1 sec, respectively. The
NMPC gains are set to Q = P = 0.5I6 and R = 0.5I10. Fig.
3 shows the evolution of the real and the nominal position
errors of the end-effector. the corresponding real and nominal
orientation errors are depicted in Fig. 4. Finally, the control
inputs are presented in Fig. 5. It can be observed that the
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Fig. 3: The evolution of the real position errors of the end-effector p1(t) −
p1,des, p2(t) − p2,des, p3(t) − p3,des depicted with solid lines as well as
the corresponding nominal position errors p1(t) − p1,des, p2(t) − p2,des,
p3(t)− p3,des depicted with dashed lines.
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Fig. 4: The evolution of the real orientation errors o1(t) − o1,des, o2(t) −
o2,des, o3(t)− o3,des depicted with solid lines as well as the corresponding
nominal orientation errors o1(t) − o1,des, o2(t) − o2,des, o3(t) − o3,des
depicted with dashed lines.

desired task is performed while all the state/input constraints
are satisfied.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper addresses the problem of force/torque control
of UVMS under state/input constraints as well as external
uncertainties/disturbances. In particular, we have proposed a
tube-based robust NMPC framework that incorporates the
aforementioned constraints in a novel way. Future efforts will
be devoted towards extending the current framework under
multi-UVMS which interact with each other through a com-
mon object in order to perform a collaborative manipulation
task.
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Fig. 5: The virtual control input signals ‖ν1(t)‖2, ‖ν2(t)‖2 and ‖q̇(t)‖2 of
the kinematic model (3). It holds that ‖ν1‖2 ≤ 2, ‖ν2‖2 ≤ 2 and ‖q̇‖2 ≤ 2.
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